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Velvet Hill

Old Bert Roe would have smiled 
To know that velvet grew 
From the sweat
He poured into cultivation mixed with 
The tears his wife cried in isolation.
Neither of them would have been surprised.

When I was a velvet seed,
I had the ability
To blend with the Earth
So that hungry-eyed crows
Only made shadows over my existence.

The materialization was appropriate 
For nothing in the world is softer,
But when the hand dealt its backward stroke 
Solitary fabrics stood on end 
For the dream weaver to observe.

In virgin days old Bert Roe 
Always called me my father’s son,
And it wasn’t because old age made 
Him sightless but because 
We knew that the wind 
Blows upward on Velvet Hill.

- -Sharlet R. Driggs
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An Idea

There is a wrinkle in my brain 
That opened just a crack.
It spilled out an idea 
And refused to take it back!

It followed me around all day 
Through traffic, then to bed 
And would not let me go until 
It had—at last—been said.

- - Donna Muffick
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Behind The Porcelain Mask

I have washed the fragments of a man
from a papered wall,
and I have scrubbed
until the paper peeled to paint.

I should have seen the pain, 
behind the porcelain mask.

I once could hold a gentle man; 
now, I am left to hold his image.
The frame is cold and lifeless 
as that piece of burnished steel.

But I did not see the pain, 
behind the porcelain mask.

Oh, that I had not been so blind...
I might have seen the warning signs. 
We might have grown old together 
or chased our separate dreams.

If only I had seen the pain, 
behind the porcelain mask.

- -Lea Cramer
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City Girl

Livin’ in a country town 
My big city wife 

Says I’m never around....
She don’t understand 
Why I stay out late 
Or why I ignore her 

When she screams in my face.... 
I’m a country boy.

I like drinkin’ in bars—
Like the big city comer boys 
With beers in their hands— 

That’s why she wanted to leave.... 
She’s a city girl 

Baptized country.
The music’s different—
The boys are the same.

- - Brian Sullivan
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White Death

My mind peers 
through windows, only 

to view 
a blizzard.

I pray for no more 
snow.

It’s early, dark; 
I’ve had enough.

Why 
are delicate 

flakes so 
harmful?

I want to go back...

- -Kelli Skabronski
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God’s Altar

Late evening walk to the foothills,
Seeking quiet, peace, serenity of mind,
Surveying the peaceful valley below
Enfolded in sleep’s velvet warmth and comfort.

Nothing stirs or moves;
Breezes hush till inaudible;
Pine trees’ needles are at peace;
Only slumber’s sounds caress this clear, calm night.

Shooting stars streak across the night;
Heaven joins earth, like lovers perfectly matched.
Stars of heaven flicker on across God’s cathedral ceiling, 
Newly lit candles on God’s altar.

Kneeling before God, at his altar
Selfishly, I pray for
My source of inner peace and quiet,
Silently sounding the shape of your name.

- - Edward Kennedy
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IMAGES

Hawk
Arrowing upward,

Wide-spread wings embrace the sky- 
A phosphorescent sea of turquoise.

Peaked mountains 
Show white teeth in laughter.

Blue-gray slopes 
Plunge to lapping shores.

- -Wanda Fleming
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June

June rising
over the horizon 
like fire in the sky.

And the world lies 
paralyzed with awe 
as the fire takes control.

This is what
the prophecy foretold: 
old men would be strong 
with the strength they stole.

June rising
over the horizon 
like a lion in the sky.

I watched it
tear the night
until the sky
turned crimson 
in its jaws.

So June rose 
over the horizon... 
nothing like July.

- -Lea Cramer
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Only

The sands of time, the rails of fate—
We don’t realize ‘til it’s too late 
The reflection is reality.

If only all our silent screams
Could finally come to life;
Then there’d be no more need for dreams— 
No war, no crime, no strife.

We live to climb and tumble down.
It’s the fall that makes us strong.
You wear the smile and live the frown; 
Inside it feels so wrong.

Those who use power to reach the top 
Will fill the pits of Hell,
While those who work and sacrifice 
Look down on those who fell.

Only once is all it takes
To change the course of time.
Only once is all it takes;
life doesn’t have to rhyme.

You lose control, you lose your soul— 
There’s no two ways to this.
When Samson lost his golden hair 
It started with a kiss.

- - Terry Lowman
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When My Thoughts Turn To You

Walking through the first snowfall of the season,
I am remembering you again.
When you were with us on this side, you used to call me 
To the window, saying, "Hurry, come and see it snow!" 
Excited like a child-- your eyes sparkling.

A few, dried orange leaves still cling to the trees,
But most are on the ground.
When the flakes of snow touch my face and melt as I walk, 
I hear the crackling of leaves beneath my feet.
My mind drifts back to you and me 
Walking in the autumn of a distant past.

A few birds swoop down in circles around my head, 
Sticking close together, trying to decide whether to 
Stay or leave.
As I go indoors, I hear one last bird's song linger 
Softly in the air—just as your spirit does in my 
Mind.

And then I realize that the layers of pain and
Confusion are unwrapping themselves from my heart— 
Setting you free.

—Bobbi Hayward
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Taken For Granted

“I can’t walk anymore,” 
Cried the boy. 

“Don’t cry, my son,” 
The old man pleaded. 

“Because you do not have 
What you once had,

I am sorry.
Because I do not have 

What I never had,
I am not.

Because you have walked, 
Don’t be bitter, child.
I have never seen.”

- -Brian Sullivan
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Syncopated Beat

Listen, listen to time.
Do you hear it?
It has a rhythm all alone,
A wordly beat.
With each beat the babe is bom,
And someone will grope for food.
With each beat one will see another die.

With each beat he asks
“Should I have helped?”
With each beat he thinks,
“It’s too late to matter,” and he walks ahead. 
“Leaders have no time to care;
Why should I?”

The circle he has made around himself 
Turns into a bubble.
With each beat, the bubble shrinks 
Smaller and smaller.
With each beat, he yells to himself, 
“WHAT ABOUT ME?”
“I HAVE TO CARE ABOUT ME!”

With each beat, a baby dies 
As a mother cries for food.
With each beat, a man walks the street, 
Eyes half-closed and face scorned.
Do you hear the rhythm of time?

- -Deanna Pelensky-Kampfer
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My First Spring Without Baseball

I see the wind parting the hair on the boy’s head
As he chases cloud shadows across the field.
Through cities of knee-high, shivering weeds runs the boy,
As I follow the familiar sounds of bat and ball.

I see kites ducking and diving with the breathing of the sky 
As giggling girls dance on bent-brown grass.
Through wet, soft playgrounds prance the girls,
As I follow the distant sounds of bat and ball.

I see a lazy dog taking the heat from the warm grass 
As his paw tickles the twitching skin behind his ear.
In the barn’s shadow the dog’s tail slaps melting ice,
As I follow the fading sounds of bat and ball.

I move closer to the distant sounds of bat and ball 
As swaying bushes are changed into screaming crowds;
And one more crack from the bat leads me back,
As I follow the lost sounds of bat and ball.

I see an empty field scarred with a mound and trails 
As I pitch a ball of air to nobody there.
Crowds are bushes again, those sounds, distant, fading, lost, 
Products of the wind’s slapping a loose board against its fence.

- - Colin Charles Irvine
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A Renowned Sage Addresses Gnomes and Hobbits

Gnomes and Hobbits have resided in the Celtic countryside for hundreds, if not 

thousands, of years. And as most men have never had the great luck to spot either, it is 

enough for them to treat the two as one, “gnome” and “hobbit” being synonyms for the 

same creature. In the past the distinction was made clear by the Scottish bards, Celtic 

druids, and English poets. As time wore on, however, the bards stopped playing, the 

druids stopped praying, and the poets became more interested in love and satire than 

gnomes and hobbits. Consequently, most men have become ignorant of the distinction 

between the two, and it has become necessary to clarify just what the differences are 

between a “gnome” and a “hobbit” (in the event that one happens upon a gnome 

gathering wood or a hobbit at play). It is therefore necessary to examine three particular 

points of contrast: physical appearance, habitat, and favored pastimes.

Perhaps the most essential distinction is the physical appearance of both gnomes 

and hobbits. Gnomes commonly stand just under twenty-two inches tall, although this 

rule is by no means absolute. The Puddlefoot clan of Glastonbury stand six inches tall 

(and are known to be sworn enemies of the predatorial homed owl) while the Grimtooth 

clan of the northern Scottish Highlands boast an average height of thirty-two inches. 

Most gnomes dress in fanciful clothing or none at all, often wear flashy hats, and most 

males flaunt long beards (which by length and texture are thought to indicate social 

status). Some gnomes are reputed to have wings, but only two men have ever reported 

such sightings, and the latter disappeared whilst gathering wood before any definitive 

information could be gained. Hobbits differ notably in appearance. First of all, hobbits 

tend to be much larger than gnomes. The average height of an adult male is four feet, and 

females are only slightly smaller. Hobbits wear practical, more durable clothing, are not 

fond of beards and tend to be slightly plump. It should be made clear that hobbits do not 

have wings, and such a possibility is unthinkable as hobbits are noted for keeping their 

feet on the ground.

If one happens upon a gnome or a hobbit but is too astonished to notice the size 

and dress of the creature, the habitat of each may suffice to distinguish the two. The
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habitat of gnomes and hobbits differ both in the actual environment and in the nature of 

the dwellings. Gnomes prefer to live in sylvan forests or deep underground. They reside 

in wet, fertile climates in areas of isolated beauty. Although all that is required is the roof 

of a large mushroom, gnomes commonly make their homes within trees, behind 

waterfalls, beneath old tree stumps, or in dark corridors deep underground. It is within 

these dwellings that the industrial gnomes made significant advances. The Gearfinger 

clan of eastern Wales, for instance, is said to have perfected indoor plumbing within their 

homes deep beneath the ruins of Tintum Abbey. This claim was determined false, how

ever, by a noted scholar late in the seventeenth century who declared the idea of such 

technology to be “ridiculous.” Hobbits, instead, prefer the rolling, rocky hills of the 

English midlands. They also prefer a more temperate (if not chilly) clime, and do not 

isolate themselves to the degree that gnomes do. Hobbits, not being as industrious as their 

gnomish cousins, dwell in simple burrows within small hills or mounds. These burrows 

are concealed very well, for oft has a dreaming wayfarer stumbled over a hobbit’s burrow 

without a second look. And while hobbits are not so technically ambitious, they are 

zealous gardeners, and often have rows of clover and bandersnatch decorating the front 

or roof of their dwelling.

Last, keeping the differing physical appearances and habitats in mind, it is 

necessary for one to note that the pastimes of gnomes and hobbits differ greatly. Gnomes 

are industrious and mechanical by nature, and thus spend much spare time on research 

and invention (Templeton Fleetfoot’s invention of the corkscrew thrust the gnomes into 

their eighth industrial revolution). Gnomes also heartily enjoy philosophical discussion 

and will spend hours atop mushrooms debating such issues. A favorite topic among 

gnomes seems to be “gears,” and if ever this word is mentioned in the presence of 

gnomes, they will immediately stop whatever they’re doing and become most serious. 

Other gnomish pastimes include storytelling, singing and imbibing excessive quantities 

of elderberry wine (a capful of which is said to topple even the heartiest Irishman). 

Hobbits, on the other hand, tend to be much more inclined towards leisurely discussion 

and contemplation. Perhaps the most common hobbit pastimes include the exchange of 

riddles and the appreciation of fine literature (hobbits are very fond of Keats, and have
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a fine taste for Coleridge, Swift, and Highpulp). Other popular pastimes are eating, 

sipping tea (particularly red zinger), playing chess, gardening, and cloud-gazing. 

Another favorite pastime is the attendance of festivals. It is worthy to note that there are 

366 festivals on the hobbit calendar (November 17 has two), all of which are celebrated 

with much excitement and great vigor. It is true, however, that above all else hobbits 

enjoy blowing smoke rings from their beloved pipes. It is said by some ancient and wise 

men that a hobbit's pipe is indeed enchanted. In fact, rumors tell of the hobbit King 

Phudge IV blowing smoke “rings” in the shape of dragons, which dreamily waved their 

wings as they glided through the air.

With these three distinctions of physical appearance, habitat, and favored 

pastimes in mind, one would think there would be no more confusion between gnomes 

and hobbits. Unfortunately, the ill-educated will still call both “dwarves”, and the 

skeptic will ask “Who cares anyway?” Nevertheless, it is necessary to become aware 

of these differences because there are no more Scottish bards, Celtic druids, or concerned 

English poets to remind us. Hopefully, if one should peer through the morning mists and 

be lucky enough to catch a glimpse of a four-foot-tall creature, rather plump and puffing 

a pipe, he will not shout “Hail... gnome!” That would leave a most undesirable 

impression indeed.

- Brian G. Cameron
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Essay #9: From The Bittersweet Years

In late September, 1963, the journalism instructor began his first lecture of the 

season, displaying a dozen key-punched yellow cards.

“You are in Journalism 201, Fundamentals of Reporting,” he said. “If anyone 

here plans a career in news writing, be advised you are entering the lowest paid pro-

| fession of any college graduate.”

. He surveyed the eighteen students, waiting expectantly with spirals and pencils:

a group suspended between the cold war and Berlin Wall of 1962 and the hot war 

and Tet Offensive of 1967; you adults five years removed from LSD, word proces

sors, free love, and jogging.

“Walter Lippman, Ed Morrow, and William Shirer made it big,” he continued. 

“Most, or all of you, will grind out stories day after day after day and barely pay the 

rent. Shirer,” he added grimly, “almost starved in Spain after being fired, before the 

world was ready to hear him document the rising Third Reich.”

Nearly starving, especially in Spain, appealed to us. A little hunger would 

heighten the experience of Picasso, Segovia, Hemmingway, Moorish architecture, 

secret Inquisition chambers, and peasants eager to be enlightened. These images 

whetted our imaginations, for we were John Kennedy’s New Frontier youth: secular 

Franciscans who asked not what our country could do for us, who anticipated the 

Peace Corps, the Stormy uncertainty of desegregating America, or the lonely 

austerity of weaving ballads into a polytonal symphony from a single room flat
) None questioned that millionaires like Kennedy and Churchill could make sacrifice 

} so popular.

The part-time professor, a retired reporter, held up the yellow drop cards. “Take 

one of these now, or after class if you’re shy. Get out before you are hooked on 

writing, if it’s money you want most.”

Tony grinned and folded his arms. He would be blown up by a mine in Viet

nam. But today, the autumn-tinged ivy, tugging and tearing at the dingy, leaded 

windows, was too tough and too fragile against the impending winter for us to be
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fainthearted.

“You want a drop card, Mr. Carpino?” asked the instructor.

“No sir,” Tony answered. “I was wondering about the ivy, and if education is 

valid without it, and how long before it will grow on the new engineering complex.”

The instructor suppressed a chuckle. He recognized a natural writer, an eclectic 

who never quit observing and questioning.

“Your first assignment, Mr. Carpino, is a standard who-what-where-when-why- 

how-report on the engineering complex, with emphasis on the ‘how’: How the hell 

they can afford to dig and build seven days a week.”

Construction machinery was the ostinato of that generation. If we kept digging, 

the Russians could never bury us.

“You can research and report on campus ivy after we study Chapter Five, ‘The 

Feature Story’. The rest of you are to conduct an interview this week and write from 

it a basic news story in your first lab, applying what you learned in 101.”

All life became an interview that autumn. Every human was news or a feature 

or a help wanted. Even inanimate objects concealed stories. In our zeal to be astute 

reporters and our determination to ferret out truth, we unknowingly stumbled into the 

sacramental principle: That outward visible signs carry inward truth. But truth ever 

eluded us, though we searched endlessly for the precise word to express reality. Not 

once did I, or the others in Journalism 201, fret about a job at graduation. Writers 

were supposed to be poor for the first 30 years. If no newspaper or wire service 

hired us, we would join the Peace Corps, or VISTA, or teach basic English to 

migrant harvesters. Work abounded, with or without pay, and even unpleasant 

experiences could shape us into more dynamic and diverse writers. So long as we 

observed and recorded faces accurately, even personal poverty, grief, humiliation or 

shipwrecked hopes could become mulch for a later story.

The red leaves turned brown and fell from the ivy, but the gnarled vines clung 

stubbornly to brick and windows and iron. Tony and I had been at election 

headquarters until the last precinct reported. We walked our bikes across campus in 

ankle-deep leaves. Random glare from far-flung lightposts disturbed the mid-term
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calm over a midnight campus. A cold wind drove brittle leaves against us, then 

around and away, directionless but determined. Even shadows wrenched against the 

impending storm’s fury. We were ill clad and ill prepared for the bitter winter and 

bittersweet years to come.

We hurried for the Hellems courtyard theater and leaned our bicycles into the 

aging stone, temporarily sheltered from the fierce wind. Tony tugged at ivy, now 

barren but still holding tenaciously to the rough stone wall.

“I can’t figure why they planted English ivy in Colorado,” he remarked as a 

twig snapped free. “Kinnikinnick stays green all winter, thrives in the Rockies and 

could probably be trained to climb massive hallowed buildings with proper dignity.”

I giggled. “Did you ever find out if they’re planning to landscape the engineer

ing center with ivy?”

He looked glum. “There’ll be concrete to the edge of the building, but open 

space inside for tropical plants. Very practical, you know, to landscape interiorly in 

severe climates.”

The wind died briefly and a deeper cold seeped from the stone walls and empty 

flagstone seats surrounding us. Greek and Shakespearian tragedy played here sum

mer evenings with color and costume and fanfare, fools and choruses, bloodstained 

hands and midnight madness. Now loomed only the silence of rock that wouldn’t be 

still; the oblique shadows that were Orestes and Othello and Oedipus, Lysistrada and 

Lear. “Fly, Fleance, fly,” echoed the entombed chorus to unheeding crowds, 

deceptively cozy in hushed dorms or convivial pubs. For a brief moment we stood 

receptive to the mystery of stone and ivy and all the cries of penitent heroes.

Tony pulled his gaze from the stone theater to the scraggly vine in his hand. 

“Maybe ivy validates something,” he ventured. “And maybe it has to be planted 

where it struggles.” He thought a moment “Look where they moved Greek and Latin 

and the Journalism School since Sputnik flew: Into the basement of the second 

oldest building. But we have the most ivy.”

I shoved my hands deep into my skirt pockets and peered through the frozen 

shadows for Aristophanes. “Maybe,” I suggested, “they put us into the second oldest 
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building because we are the second oldest profession. Writers. We started history. 

Before us, everything was prehistoric.”

Tony gave me a peculiar look, then laughed uproariously into the empty theater. 

He would soon write me descriptive letters about tropical plants from the land that 

had no autumn. Then the letters would stop.

Winter hit brutally. President Kennedy was assassinated two weeks later on 

November 22. The American people would spend the next twenty years collectively 

working through grief: A time of shock and denial and sorrow: then years of anger 

and anarchy, depression and drugs. Only by 1980 would come resignation and ac

ceptance. That a president was murdered in what students believed to be a complex 

plot—despite the hasty Warren Commission report—made us question the moral 

underpinnings of our nation and if we had anything to offer the Third World except 

technology and money. And the poor nations increasingly wanted nothing Western 

except our weapons.

None of us found lucrative jobs. Money was an incidental, not primary, 

objective for learning and working. We chose horizontal over upward social 

mobility and experienced our nation, our world and our time with vigor and vulnera

bility. We moved across political parties, causes, creeds and world views, taking 

what they offered and giving as they needed, but never miring down in their polem

ics. Some became professional journalists. The others, who lived, never quit 

writing. We all struggled like ivy against winter to flourish and to validate human 

existence. And always we kept searching for the elusive Something or Truth, whose 

mystery, locked in the outward sign of impenetrable stone, could only be freed by 

the perfect Word.

—Terry Rose
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Mutt Mania

A big, black, furry head sticks out of the driver's window. I watch the car go by. The 

driver can't see me because his dog blocks his view. Another car goes by; inside a poodle 

bounds from one window to the next, yapping constantly. Up ahead an economy-sized 

pick-up pulls into the traffic. In the bed of the truck, three large Great Saint Malamute 

Shepherds bark moronically at everyone and everything as their owner careens through 

the traffic. Here’s a man who owns an economy-size truck, probably brags about the

• good gas mileage he gets, and yet maintains three animals of dubious value that cost him 

$150 a month to feed.

My neighbor has a dog—it barks all the time. It barks when it’s hungry, barks 

when it’s lonely, barks when anybody comes near. It barks at the moon, barks at the sun, 

barks at passing cars. I waited for the dog to get hoarse; I waited in vain. The other 

neighborhood curs sneak over at night and deposit dog logs on my lawn. They trample 

my garden and spread the contents of my trash cans around the yard. One of those canine 

vandals stole one of my shoes. I hoped he choked on it because it would serve him right

We all grew up watching Lassie. Lassie could add, subtract, and multiply, write 

her name in the dirt with her front foot fight off bears and wolf packs, and spot a 

scoundrel in a crowd of twenty thousand people. None of these stories are true though— 

Lassie is a fairy tale—dogs are a nuisance.

You’ve heard the “dog-rescue stories”. For every one of those tales of 

heroism,there are five cases where a dog caused a driver to hit something, or the family 

dog knocked some poor kid down a well, or an innocent delivery man was set upon and 

maimed by crazed pit bulls. You want statistics, I’ve got statistics. I called around last
k.

week and discovered that dogs kill more people in this country every year than all the 

snakes, spiders, and bees put together.

There are reasons for owning dogs, but unless you are a musher, a shepherd, or a blind 

person, none of them make sense. Let’s look at the three reasons most often heard: 

protection, companionship, and “my kids wanted one.”

Protection: Dogs are unreliable. They sleep on the job; they run off and roam the 

neighborhood; they bark at the wrong times. You are better off buying an alarm system.
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If you walk the streets with your Doberman pinscher, you are telling everybody, “Hey 

look, I’m a wimp,” and criminals notice these things. The only people you intimidate 

would never accost you anyway. Criminals just shoot your dog and then rob you.

Companionship: Here’s where Lassie really earned her grits because the kid 

that owned lived out in the middle of nowhere. I can’t remember the boy’s having any 

human friends so Lassie served a useful purpose. But Lassie had an I.Q. of around 180 

and didn’t sniff the boy’s crotch every time he came around. Dogs should have dogs for 

companionship and people should have people.

My kids wanted one: Kids want everything. One thing you have to keep in mind 

if you are going to be a successful parent is not to knuckle under to your kids. You’ll be 

feeding the dog, watering the dog, cleaning up after the dog. After the first week, the kids 

will ignore the dog. It’s more convenient and a lot less work to have them ignore goldfish.

There are, on the other hand, several good reasons for not keeping dogs. Even 

if you don’t care about the fact that your dog annoys your neighbors, the clean-up prob

lem remains. Dogs enjoy rolling in road kills, eating grotesque things like guts from the 

fish your neighbor just cleaned, and then barfing them up later on your carpet, and taking 

a crap when and where the mood strikes them. Dogs have abominable personal decorum, 

yet people still invite them into their houses to live with them. Dogs carry fleas and shed 

hair, and their breath stinks.

Dogs take a bite out of your wallet too. They need shots and other routine 

medical care, and vets don ’ t work cheap. If your dog is old, the vet will talk you into doing 

heart bypass surgery on the mutt. Neutering is also commonly necessary because dogs 

are as promiscuous as Hollywood movie stars. Male dogs will disappear for days at a 

time; females in season will attract every male dog in a two hundred block radius. Your 

yard will look like field trials for the AKC nationals.

When your dog does go Awol, the local dog catcher will find it, whether you 

want him to or not He’ll also charge you $30 to get the hound back. Despite the dog 

catcher’s efforts, some thirty million dogs wander our nation’s neighborhoods.

Dogs are described as man’s best friend. Who’s kidding who? Dog food 

companies will push this brand of propaganda as long as the public gobbles it up. Try 

to think of anybody who loved a dog that amounted to anything . All of our worst
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presidents owned dogs.

Historically, humans raised dogs because dogs provided a useful service. A 

good hunting dog earned his keep by putting meat on the table. But when was the last 

time you needed a dog to retrieve your dinner? The average dogs today couldn’t tell the 

difference between a chicken and a cow— and they’re not allowed in supermarkets 

anyway. Dogs served as herders and shepherds for more years than there have been 

writers to write about them, and they are quite useful in that capacity. However,when we 

remove dogs from agricultural pursuits, these traits become a liability because herding 

the mailman and shepherding the meter reader down the street are not acceptable 

practices.

In many parts of the world, dogs still provide a useful source of nutrition— 

themselves. Mutt stew is the main course being served to hundreds of Indonesian 

families as you read this article. Hot dogs or Chow Mein take on a whole new meaning.

We’re only a domestic dog’s lifetime away from the 21st century. Now would 

be a good time to make our move. People who know estimate that thirty million homeless 

Americans and thirty million domestic dogs roam the streets of our country. What a 

coincidence! As each dog dies a natural death, the grieving family should replace the loss 

with a homeless American.

But why make the homeless wait? I see the solution shining clearly before me. 

Everyone who owns a dog should go out right now and bring a homeless person home! 

And for dinner tonight or breakfast tomorrow, treat the new family member to a feast 

symbolizing the new family’s commitment. The main course— the family dog! I mean 

it, let’s eat 'em! Everyone benefits: the homeless receive shelter and the new family 

member replaces the bothersome dog with something that can at least be taught to clean 

up after itself. The new human member of the family is tax deductible and would not have 

to be left with the neighbors when the family decides to take an overseas trip. Humanity 

would be raised to a new level!

Let’s be reasonable. We have mollycoddled our canine pets long enough. And 

cat owners need not sit back with a smug look on their faces— cats are worse! 

Unfortunately the solution isn’t as easy because cats are not as tasty.

- -Mark Bennett
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Old Woman Steps Out Of Coffin At Her Own Funeral
(Excursion on a tabloid headline)

Yesterday afternoon, at approximately 3:45 pm, the family and friends of one 

Heloise Mabie Fisher, who were gathered at the funeral of the said woman, were aston

ished to see her apparently dead corpse arise and walk about. In true Catholic style, the 

reborn Heloise proceeded to attempt communicating her experience to the dumbfounded 

crowd. Finding them unreceptive to her explanation, she proceeded to stroll out of the 

gates of the New Revival Memorial Cemetery and got into her daughter Joyce’s Honda 

Accord. When asked to comment later, her daughter was quoted as saying, “I couldn’t 

believe it when she jumped into my car. First of all, we canceled her insurance policy just 

this afternoon, and secondly, she doesn’t even know how to drive. She never learned. Just 

think what would have happened if she would’ve gotten in a wreck.” Joyce Fisher works 

as a sales clerk for the downtown Toys-R-Us.

Heloise, age eighty-three at the time of her natural death, was later found and 

detained at the Lucky Downs Race Club, a greyhound racing facility located in the lower 

south side. Apparently she entered the building and placed a bet in the third quinella with 

dog number six to win, number three to place, and number five to show. Ironically, dog 

number three, owned by the Green Mountain Kennels in Evansville, was named Lazarus. 

Heloise was taken to the Central Medical Center and held for observation. She was 

pronounced “in perfect health” by geriatrics doctor Harold Dunnah and subsequently re

leased.

To the consternation of her daughter, she immediately returned to Lucky Downs 

and cashed in her winning ticket for the tidy sum of fifteen thousand dollars. Darrell 

Herbert, general manger of Lucky Downs, refused to comment on the matter.

When asked about the reasons for her actions in a later interview, Heloise 

reported, “I really don’t know why I did it I just had a premonition that I should place 

the bet. I thought it would be silly to let the opportunity go by. I mean, what would you 

do?”

Apparently Heloise, who has an interest in the supernatural, has frequented Lucky 

Downs in the past making similar bets. When asked what she was going to do with the 

money, Heloise stated that she was interested in buying a car.

- - John Amoroso
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Shelter

“There, I think that’s all,” I said as I squashed the heavy suitcase shut. I heaved up my 
load and dragged the cumbersome thing down the stairs. Many thoughts occupied my 
mind today, the last day of my visit to Germany. I had stayed with a family quite close 
to my own. Hans, the father and a very successful lawyer of about forty-eight, seemed 
to take a special interest in me. He took great care to show me the Germany ordinary 
tourists do not see. Together, we would visit the busy shipyards, the glorious Gothic 
cathedrals, the humble farmhouses along the river, and many other hidden sights of 
Germany. Hans would go out of his way to explain a sign, to give the history of a building, 
or just to show me something he thought worthwhile. The two of us became quite close 
during this time.

“You have all your belongings packed, my friend?” Hans said, looking up from his 
newspaper.

“Yeah, I think I’m all set,” I said as I set my suitcase down.
“Very good, then.” He got out of the chair. “Come with me. I wish to show you 

something before your departure.”
“Sure,” I replied, somewhat curiously.
The cold rains from the North Sea fell in sheets: steady, dense rain which dotted the 

windshield like tears, to be washed away by the never-ending sweep of the wipers. The 
dull hum of the car mingled with the pattering rain, the only sounds I would hear during 
the journey. Hans drove on for what seemed like hours—past the Jever Brewery, past the 
busy wharfs, and past the Cathedral of Sankt Mikael. All the time his eyes stayed on the 
road, mine superficially on the scenes out the window.

The rain let up slightly as Hans pulled the car over to the side of the road. Across the 
road was a mountainous concrete structure. Three stories high, and twice that in 
diameter, the squat building stood. A small steel rectangle at the bottom marked the 
entrance, and tiny steel-shuttered slits which dashed the circumference marked the 
windows. A huge crack slashed the side of the massive structure from top to bottom. Two 
weeping willows shrouded portions of the shelter, and an old, rusted metal plate on the 
side read, “ACHTUNG: EINTRITT NICHT GESTATTET!”

“It was here that I was bom and spent the first years of my life,” Hans said dreamily.
“Really?” I said, somewhat taken aback by the comment.
“Come with me and we shall have a closer look,” Hans said as he tightened his 

trenchcoat and opened the door of the car.
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“All right,” I said instinctively.
I got out and walked with him up to the concrete mass. The structure became even more 

imposing as we walked closer. I shuddered slightly at the sight, and pulled my jacket 
tighter against the drizzle. Hans put his hands in his pockets and took a thoughtful look 

at the scene.
“During the,astphaseof the war,Northern Germany tookrigorous bombings from our 

American friends. Thus, the German government constructed shelters like this one to 

protect the citizens.”
“I see. Are there a lot of these around the city?” I asked mechanically.
“As a child, I recall the sirens which would sound each night to tell us that the planes 

were coming. Never did a night pass without the sirens.”
“It must have been a very difficult life,” I said in consolation.
“No more difficult than the lives of the British. For the sirens sound the same across 

the sea, you know,” he said as he turned towards me.
“Yes, I know,” I said. I realized that I didn’t know, however. In fact I had no idea, and 

neither did any of my countrymen. The bombs never fell on American shores.
“You appear to have disturbance, my friend. I wish nothing is wrong,” he said and put 

his arm on my shoulder.
“I was just wondering why you chose to take me here,” I said sincerely.
“I take you here because the world does not forgive Germany for the war. I wished to 

tell you that I am very sorry. I hoped this would deliver my sorrow.”
“But it’s not your fault, Hans. You don’t have to apologize.”
“It is not my fault, perhaps, but it is the responsibility of Germany to deliver our sorrow 

to your generation of America, and hope that Germany will be forgiven.”
“I understand.”
“Do not be disturbed, my friend. Germany has today won you as a friend, and you have 

won Germany as yours.”
I nodded solemnly and looked back at the bleak concrete structure, at the steel door, 

at the deep crack, at the weeping willows. I wiped the raindrops from my forehead and 
turned back to Hans.

“Come, let us go,” he said with a reassuring smile. “It is time now for you to return to 

your homeland.”
The ride to the airport was thoughtful and serene. And the rain dotted the windshield 

like tears.
- -Brian G. Cameron
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756th Homerun
For my baseball-freak folks and the 10th anniversary of the 756th homes

A baseball is three inches across in diameter, and a homerun ball flies in the air

for only five seconds. “So what’s the big deal?” anti-baseball fans would say scornfully. 

Once, however, every Japanese baseball fan was totally absorbed in a five-second event 

with a three-inch ball. I, one of those baseball devotees, still remember clearly the small, 

white .ball flying over me against the dark sky. Sadaharu Oh, the greatest Japanese 

homerun batter of the Tokyo Giants, produced his 756th homerun as the new world 

record in Korakuen Stadium on September 3,1977.

Oh entered the Tokyo Giants in 1961 in hopes ofhistalentasabatter,putting aside 

his remarkable record as a pitcher in high school baseball. After three undistinguished 

and disappointing years with the Giants, in his third season off he had his back to the wall 

and he invented his own original way of hitting called flamingo batting—he waits for a 

ball, keeping his right leg raised and swings as he puts down his right leg. Finally in the 

fourth year, he was a “homerun king” for the first time, and he kept that title for the next 

twelve years.

Oh started his 18th season by reaching the world record with another 33 

homeruns. As he worked his way toward 34, the tie-breaker, it got harder and harder for 

fans to get “paper diamonds,” tickets for the Tokyo Giant games, the team Sadaharu Oh 

belonged to. Not only Giants fans but all baseball fans wanted to see him breaking the 

world record in the stadium. Some ambitious fans stayed overnight in long lines to obtain 

tickets in front of the ticket booth. At the beginning of August, a baseball program on the 

radio held a quiz offering a prize —two game tickets— and I was lucky enough to win. 

When, in the middle of August, I received the tickets for the game against the Yakult 

Swallows on September 3,1 never knew what would happen in that game.

Oh tied Hank Aaron’s world record of 755 homeruns on August 31. During the 

next two days, a big battle was going on in my mind: I wanted him to reach “the top of 

the world” as soon as possible, but at the same time, I wanted him to wait for me. After 

the game on September 2, my struggle simply turned to anxiety.
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On September 3, only one thing occupied my mind all day: Oh’s homerun in the 

game I was going to see that evening. I did not know what I was eating. I did not care 

what my teacher was saying in class.

At four in the afternoon, finally I was sitting down next to my brother on one of 

the reserved seats on the right side of the outfield in Korakuen Stadium. (I was sorry there 

were no tickets left for my baseball-freak mom and grandma and that they had to go home 

even though they came an hour each way by train, hoping they could get tickets sold on 

that day at the stadium.) Since Oh was a left-handed batter, there was a good possibility 

that the record-breaking ball would come to the right side stands. Many fans took gloves 

or nets to catch the record-breaking ball. Children were wearing T-shirts designed like 

Oh’s uniform with the number 1 on the back. An Oh enthusiast got his hair cut to form 

the number 756. Probably no one cared if the Giants would win the game, but only about 

his record.

The game started at 6:20 p.m. Every time Oh got up to bat, people expected a 

homerun. Even when he got a base hit, they heaved a sigh of impatience.

The audience knew the chance of his breaking the record in that game was very 

good. He had gotten his last three homeruns in the second game of a three-game series 

with one team. The game on September 3 was the second one in a series with the 

Swallows. We also focused on one of the umpires in the game. Hirako, the right field 

umpire, had always been there when Oh made significant homeruns: the 600th, the 

700th, the 714th to tie Babe Ruth, the 715th to hold the second-place world record, and 

the 755th to tie Hank Aaron’s world record. Besides, he had been scheduled to be in 

another game, but his schedule was changed at the last second. The stage setting was 

ready for the event.

The game went into the sixth inning, and the score was 4-3 in favor of the Giants. 

Oh came up to the plate for the third challenge against the Swallow’s pitcher, Suzuki. 

Runners were on first and second base, and there were two outs. “It might be his last bat 

in this game. Please...” I whispered, staring at the ball which was going back and forth 

between the pitcher’s mound and home plate. With every pitch, the audience got quieter 

and quieter. The ball count was 3-1. “Don’t walk to first base on four balls.” I clenched
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my fist. Oh hit the ball, but it was a foul, and the audience took a deep breath. I looked 

up at the scoreboard: two yellow lights for each strike and three green lights for each ball 

were on. The next ball would be the last one. The pitcher, Suzuki, got set for his sixth 

pitch. The stadium was absolutely silent. I held my breath. The next moment everyone 

frantically screamed and jumped to follow a ball flying to the right stands. I looked up 

right above me to see a white ball in the dark blue, smoky sky. I looked back at the 

diamond, and, over clapping hands and confetti made from tickets and newspapers, I saw 

Oh slowly running the bases. He had made a new world record for homeruns.

After the game, Sadaharu Oh made a short speech, and he paraded around the field 

for the audience. Holding a Giants cap in my hand, I waved to him, and tears came to my 

eyes. I was five when I got acquainted with baseball for the first time. My grandpa loved 

the Giants, and I followed him easily. Since then, my baseball fever has increased. Only 

fifty thousand people out of millions of Japanese baseball fans could see Sadaharu Oh 

make the great record in the stadium. As a baseball fan, I was proud of myself to be one 

of the fifty thousand. And the record-breaking ball flew just above me.

- - Rika Tamai
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Birth in a Thousand-Acre Field

A thousand-acre field lies next to the Canadian border in a remote area of western 

Montana. The eastern side of the field runs directly into ablue-green section of the Rocky 

Mountains. The western side moves gendy into more fields and small glacial hills. The 

north end is bordered by Canada, the southern end by a cold-water mountain stream and 

the houses and bams and buildings of the family who tends the land.

In the spring the snow melts in the mountains to the east and the creeks at the 

southern end flood over their banks. Small purple crocuses struggle out of the dirt on the 

glacial hills, and the snow-geese fly over into Canada.

Before the last of the snows have melted, the cattle begin to give birth in the field 

in the center of all this. The family who raises the cattle watches them patiently but 

nervously. The father and his two sons ride their horses into the field every day, ready 

to assist any of the mothers who have difficult labor. The younger cows usually have the 

most trouble having their first calf.

One night, in a small center-area of the field, a calf is bom in a hollow next to the 

old bone yard. The calf is a first one for the mother, and though the men there have 

assisted in unknown numbers of births, this is still a new and different one. There is a 

strange sensation in the air, with bleached and dusty bones lying in one hollow, while 

a new, wet and breathing creature is coming into existence in another.

Many feeble and ailing calves have perished and been given up to the bone yard. 

And each time a new calf is delivered, there is an incessant anxiety that this one, too, will 

meet with death. Thus, the hushed straining of men as they attempt to help the beast in 

the long and painful labor process.

Though untamed, the mother seems to recognize her need for assistance and 

doesn’t protest the aggressiveness of human touch. An experienced hand reaches within 

the mother’s womb. This biological cavity is where the miracle of procreation exists. The 

hand and arm, all the way up to the shoulder, are engulfed by the wet warmth of the 

womb. Contractions create a great pressure on the arm, and the calf shifts inside its 

mother, moving toward the world outside. Anxious fingers search for the small head and
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front feet of the calf, and guide it gently to the uteral opening.

The air is bitterly cold and underneath the spring mud, the ground is frozen. There 

is a period of waiting, while the mother adjusts her breathing and the movement of her 

body to the contractions within. In spite of the cold, the men strip off their shirts, for the 

perspiration will soon flow freely.

As they watch, the front feet appear first, with a nose resting between them. The 

men move quickly to pull it into the world where it can begin breathing the sharp air. A 

soft rope is tied around the calf s ankles. The muscles in the mens’ backs strain and knot 

in close rhythm with the birthing mother’s contractions, and both man and beast are 

sweating heavily. Propriety has been forgotten. Yet with the blood and sweat of giving 

birth, there is a purity in this process which elevates them above the physicalness.

The mother struggles to keep her legs from collapsing underneath her, and as she 

bears down on the calf, the men bear down on the rope. Then, with one sudden 

contraction synchronized exactly with a forceful tug, the calf is delivered on to the chilly 

ground. The men have brought burlap gunney-sacks, and they rub the calf dry so it won’t 

freeze or catch pneumonia.

Then, the three men move back and watch the mother become acquainted with her 

calf. She is finished with them now. She no longer needs their help and will not let them 

get close enough to touch the calf again. The men put their shirts back on and shiver as 

they realize how cold the air actually is.

Though time seems to have passed quickly, it is now close to morning. In the 

center of the thousand-acre field, surrounded by the mountains, the glacial hills, the 

Canadian border, and the overflowing stream, there is a hollow next to the old bone yard. 

In the hollow is one calf, steaming with the dampness of after-birth, one cow, steaming 

with heavy breathing, and three men, steaming with sweat. The steam has created a small 

cloud around the creatures in this hollow, and the air is warmer there than anywhere else 

in the field.

- -Sharlet Driggs
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And The What Ran Away With Whom?
(Excursion on an object without disclosing the object's name)

A peculiar thing happened between a simple, silver-plated utensil and me as a

young girl setting our dinner table—I received enlightenment on social order, or, more 

specifically, I was awakened to the roles men and women play in our society. My sister 

and I would walk around and around the table and lay out mats and plates, napkins and 

glasses, finally arriving on the backstretch of tablesetting: setting the silverware. I 

always got to do this because my older brother moaned that our little sister left sticky 

fingerprints all over the parts that entered the mouth. By looking at his lifestyle—better 

yet, his bedroom—you would never have known that he was so fond of hygiene.

I, however, enjoyed lining up the fluted bottoms of each piece and took a pre- 

pubescent pride in the overall effect created by their Unear perfection. First, out of 

deference to its being the sole occupant of the left side of the plate, I would gently place 

the fork on top of a lovely, linen napkin. Next, I would sUde over to the right side of the 

plate and lay down Mr. and Mrs. My sister could never catch on to who went where and 

why, even though I would show her again and again that the tall, cowardly gentleman 

stood right next to the plate, while the petite and fuU-hipped lady guarded his right side.

It was evident in the prescribed formula for setting silverware that women were 

more level-headed than men and thus strategically set to guard them, lest the men and 

plates be overrun. I had a whole table that agreed with me, a whole table that boasted a 

successful matriarchy; they were Queens of Sheba and Maggie Thatchers on parade. I 

asked my mother if this was true, and she shook her head. She still shakes her head.

However, to this day I carry with me the mystery of those softly curved, even 

voluptuous sentries who tirelessly standby the side of wimpish and gangly men. If I had 

my way, I would give those ladies the inside track for awhile. Perhaps it would be good 

to invite the forks over for a change of company. Then again, maybe the nursery rhyme 

is right and the dish has an idea or two of its own.

- -L.E. Turner
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Black Ice

I’dnevereven seen Ed withouta hat, and here he was bald, with no teeth and naked 

dead; eyes flat as the baby blue linoleum floor. He must have been shaving; about half 

of his face still had lather that had gone to the look of rotting snow.

It had taken me about twenty-five minutes to get to his place after I’d gotten the 

screaming phone call from Ed’s wife, Lois. At least I wouldn’t have to worry about the 

chance of getting AIDS on this response. Not from Ed. But every call, whether it was a 

medical emergency or one of those god-awful head-ons on Highway 12, made me 

wonder how long it would be until I got infected. Probably working on some out-of-state 

drunk in the ditch at three in the morning. Every kind of body fluid gets smeared all over 

at those scenes. The other two paramedics in the area had quit, and I knew they were 

smart to do it. “I ain’t bettin’ the ranch that I’ll never get that disease” was all Dan had 

said. Bob never said a thing.

The rhythm and blowing noises were only to keep me alone in there with him. I 

worked on him for a half hour or so. Sometimes you do CJP.R. just so the family knows 

that everything was tried. I pumped his chest and blew in his flaccid mouth. Twice I heard 

a rib break as I compressed his chest.

As I worked on his body, I could hear the kids and grandkids arriving out in the 

kitchen. They were a family known more for litigation than emotion in times of trouble. 

A few phrases and loud words strained through the wall into the bathroom, like 

“Insurance” and “The hell they will.” A chair rasped across the floor, and over that racket 

someone said, “Where’d he keep it?” Lois was in the living room with a few of the wives, 

but she sounded alone, just repeating, “What am I gonna do?”

I kept up the C.P.R. from habit and to protect myself from the family mess 

brewing out there. My people hug and cry. Two little kid voices were screaming “It’s 

mine” at each other.

Eight years ago I’d worked for Ed for a couple days, mostly riding his two- 

cylinder, John Deere “D” tractor pulling a wishbone harrow through worn out alfalfa 

fields. In one meadow near the river, there were three nests of ground wasps. I liked to 

stand steering that tractor even when I ran over their ground. Those wasps ganged up and
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attacked and wasted themselves stinging the exhaust pipe about four feet in front of my 

face, but they never tried a thing on me. I felt as plucky rolling around that humpy hay 

ground as a skipper on the flying bridge of a trawler in protected coastal waters. I’d been 

helping Ed because he’d just had heart surgery, and his sons were away at college.

About two weeks ago he’d phoned and asked me to come and see something 

special. I drove up that night. He’d just finished what he called his “Traveling bridge 

crane.” It was a series of “I” beams and winches that he’d installed near the ceiling of 

his big cinder block shop. “I can lift six tons thirteen feet in the air anywhere in this 

building and set it down anywhere else in here,” he crowed as he walked around staring 

up at it, moving along with the hanging electric switch in his grease-creased hand. “Yep, 

real body saver.”

Martin, the oldest son, walked into the bathroom. “The ambulance is on its way. 

Peavy said you can discontinue C J*.R.” He said that like he was telling me that petting 

his dog was bad training. “Why the hell did you do it at all; you know he didn’t want to 

be a vegetable.” His cowboy boots looked shiny as black ice but didn’t look like winter. 

“ I said why’d you do it, goddammit” I was still bent over Ed with my aching arms resting 

on him and sweat dripping on his pallid chest. I couldn’t look above the ironed crease 

in Marty ’ s jeans from that position but didn’ t want to take my hands off Ed. Then I rocked 

back on my heels to see his face. “Had to Marty. Your mom called and I came and did 

what I’m trained to do. Sorry for your troubles.” Marty left, his boots and the door both 

too loud.

I thought about Doctor Peavy seeing Ed’s belly swelled full of air; “gastric 

distension” they call it; it happens when you do C.P.R. I knew the doc would chew my 

butt for not following the protocol and doing the job right, so I rolled Ed’s head to one 

side and pumped hard on his abdomen a couple times. Air and his supper all erupted onto 

the floor. I covered the body and mess with a sheet and towels and left out the back door, 

nodding and ripping at the Velcro on my first aid kit on the way through the quiet tension 

in the kitchen.

Driving slowly home, my thoughts were as dark and cold as the inside of my 

gloves, gripping the steering wheel too hard on the icy patches. Being the only paramedic 

where the nearest hospital is sixty miles away is like being some Peace Corps medic on
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an island where I don’t know the language or customsof death. And then when the job’s 

done, whether it’s some goddamn head-on or a friend dead from a medical problem, I’m 

left with a growing collage of living tatoos of anguish.

Just around the blind icy comer at Wineglass, there was a scene in my headlights 

that took some leaning and squinting to figure. There was a dead deer on the road with 

blood steaming away from turn and a guy sitting against a front tire with his heat) in his 

hands. I got stopped and curled my toes into die felt soles of my packs walking across 

the icy road. “I’m a paramedic; can I help you?”

“I’m not hurt but I think the deer is deadL..he just quit kicking a few minutes ago.” 

He was weeping; it took him awhile to shake that much out. His high-top red tennis shoes 

drew my eyes like ice skates would in the summer. In the verge of light, his wispy beard, 

skmny patched knees and thick East Coast accent made him seem foreign and 

pathetic.The deer was spotlighted in the one headlamp.

“Ikilledhim...Icouldn’tstop,hejuststood there looking at me..I only movedhere 

two weeks ago. It was awful; he kicked and kicked around on the road and then stopped. 

My God, all that blood...Oh it’s all so horrid...”

He was shaking, but the effeminate urgency of his voice was scaring me. There 

was a trickle of dried Mood congealed on his forehead. I crab-walked back across the 

black ice and put on my rubber gloves and took out some alcohol swabs. I handed him 

the swabs and told him he ought to clean himself up and I’d take a look at his cut.

“Whileyou take care of yourself, I’ll get the deer off the road.”

“You shouldn’t touch the evidence until the police come. I think all wildlife is 

government property.”

“Don’t wary; the rubber gloves won’t mess up the evidence.”

The carcass was easy to skid off the slick road.

His head wound was typical, a laceration too small to suture, and it had quit 

bleeding. By now he was really shaking. I said die nearest phone would be at Eve’s Bar. 

We could drive there, and if he still wanted to, he could call the sheriff. “You know, 

hundreds of deerare killed every winter. They stand around on die roads at night lidring 

the salt and they get killed. It’s no crime. Take it easy on yourself, bub.”

“I should at least report it My name is Richard. I only have one headlight 
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working.”

When he said that, I think the literary term I was trying to remember was 

“euphemism.”

“Okay, Richard, follow me; we’ll take her slow.”

Eve* s place was empty. I ordered a couple of shots and teased her about where she 

could find some of her fresh fixin’s for some of her famous road-kill burgers while 

Richard phoned the sheriffs office.

“Aw, go to hell” was all she had to say as she swatted at nothing with a damp rag 

that was about the same color as her hair. Eve had the best remnants of a forty-five-year- 

old who’d always overdone everything. There’s a heart-shaped birthmark on the bottom 

side of her left breast, and if you broached the subject, and caught her in the right mood, 

she’d give you a lode. Sometimes she’d do it just out of the goodness <£ her two hearts.

Richard came back from the phone, tugging at his chin whiskers. He sipped at the 

whiskey, then threw it back and thumped himself on the chest “They don’t care, as long 

as it’s off die road. They said I could drive to Deer Lodge, but it’d be a waste of time. 

A deer is dead out there and nobody cares.”

“We don’t deal with some things as well as we might around here, Richard.” I 

finished my whiskey, not wanting another, the way the roads were.

I clapped my hand on his shoulder and said, “Welcome to Montana. Watch out 

on that ice.” Then I parted his hairforalook at thecutand told himitwasnothing to worry 

about. Eve volunteered a bandaid.

As I pulled on my coat, Richard was ordering another whiskey and asking Eve if 

she’d have one with him.

“My car’s broken and I just don’t know what I’m going to do.”

Eve was casually unpicking her shirt.

“I like your accent, Richard; most of the orangutans I get in here all sound the 

same. What do you do?”

“I’m a piano tuner.”

“No shit. I bet you’re a good one.”

— TomHarpole
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